SUMMARY

The novel optical path routing architecture named flexible waveband routing networks is reviewed in this paper. The nodes adopt a two-stage path routing scheme where wavelength selective switches (WSSs) bundle optical paths and form a small number of path groups and then optical switches without wavelength selectivity route these groups to desired outputs. Substantial hardware scale reduction can be achieved as the scheme enables us to use small scale WSSs, and even more, share a WSS by multiple input cores/fibers through the use of spatially-joint-switching. Furthermore, path groups distributed over multiple bands can be switched by these optical switches and thus the adaptation to multi-band transmission is straightforward. Network-wide numerical simulations and transmission experiments that assume multi-band transmission demonstrate the validity of flexible waveband routing.
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1. Introduction

The broad bandwidth and rapid technology development of optical networks make these the indispensable infrastructure of our ICT-based society. The ceaseless Internet traffic increase continues with the penetration of cloud-based services including high-resolution video streaming and 5G/6G mobile communications which will enable the digital enterprise, Industry 4.0, and smart cities [1]. Furthermore, the recent COVID-19 pandemic is propelling new programmable broadband data delivery [2]. Thus continuous research and development activities is mandatory to enable future extremely high bandwidth transmission and efficient optical networking.

The capacity of single mode fibers (SMFs) was enhanced by the successful introduction of dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM). After that the digital coherent transmission and the ITU-T flexible grid [3] enabled the pursuit of the maximum frequency utilization efficiency. However, such capacity improvement is now saturating as the achieved capacity is reaching to the theoretical limit [4,5]. Breaking fresh ground in optical communication would be the use of the multiple frequency bands [6-11], such as S/C/L (1460-1530nm / 1530-1565nm / 1565-1625 nm), and the introduction of higher spatial parallelism by multi-core fiber /multi SMF links [12-17]. The introduction of higher spatial parallelism has been studied in the context of spatial division multiplexing (SDM) networking where multi core/mode fibers [18,19], switching devices [20,21], amplifiers [22], spatial super channels, and node architectures [23] have been developed. Multi-band transmission is attracting attention as the capacity of current SMFs can be substantially increased at the cost of higher transmission loss and the use of switching / amplifying devices covering the wider frequency range.

Considering the wide deployment and success of conventional hierarchical electrical path networks such as PDH and SDH/SONET, it would be natural to introduce the path hierarchy to optical networks where higher order waveband paths carrying multiple optical wavelength paths are defined. Each wavelength path has to be accommodated by a sequence of waveband paths that bridge the source and destination nodes of the wavelength path. For optical networks that adopt the ITU-T fixed grid, the introduction of path hierarchy has been proposed [24-28]; the frequency range available is split equally into several wavebands, and route paths in each waveband are transferred together as a routing entity. The bandwidth uniformity and the regularity of wavelengths in a waveband contribute to reducing the hardware scale of waveband cross-connects; the number of optical switches dedicated to wavebands is reduced and multiplexers / demultiplexers are simplified [29-31]. Several studies on designing hierarchical optical path networks that adopt wavebands have been published [24,26]. Different from conventional hierarchical electrical path networks, a wavelength path has to be accommodated by waveband paths whose waveband covers the wavelength, and a wavelength path cannot go through waveband paths with different waveband indexes even if they are concatenated. These requirements often prevent us from improving the utilization ratio of waveband paths and degrade the hardware scale reduction achievable by adopting the path hierarchy. Moreover, the above definition of path hierarchy is not valid for the latest ITU-T flexible grid optical networks with wavelength selective switch (WSS) based optical cross connect (OXC) nodes as the path bundling does not have any impact on the number of ports at WSSs and there is no regular structure if the bundled paths have disparate bandwidths.

Several recent proposals introduce and combine fiber granularity routing with path granularity add/drop and/or
grooming. The resulting configuration corresponds to a variant of coarse granularity routing optical networking where the bandwidth of waveband equals the bandwidth available in a fiber and the number of wavebands is set to one. These networks are valid for the ITU-T flexible grid and escape the difficulty posed by traversing sequences of waveband paths due to the waveband index difference. Fiber granularity routing allows us to employ optical switches that are wavelength insensitive. Such switches can be very scalable [32] and provide better transmission characteristics in terms of loss and filtering impairment as well. The filtering impairment mitigation enables us to adopt higher WDM densities [33]. However, the resulting inflexibility such that all paths in a fiber must pass to the same next fiber severely degrades the fiber utilization efficiency.

For the hardware scale reduction of flexible-grid-ready OXC nodes while keeping sufficient routing flexibility, we have proposed the architecture named flexible waveband routing networks [34-38]. The proposed flexible waveband routing node adopts a two-stage switching scheme where WSSs at the input sides bundle optical paths, and then optical switches route these path groups to the output ports. Paths in each bundle can be any combinations of paths in the input fiber, regardless of their center frequencies and bandwidths, thus we refer to these bundles as flexible wavebands. Here flexible wavebands are routing entities defined on each fiber, and no higher order waveband path is defined in a network. The number of wavebands per fiber can be small (2–4) to achieve similar routing performance to conventional networks. This paper shows that coarse granularity routing networks, hierarchical optical path networks, fiber granularity routing networks, and flexible waveband routing networks, can define sparse meshes or line / ring / tree shaped sub-networks, on which each optical path is routed. We explain how the tree-shaped sub-networks defined by flexible waveband routing provide much greater routing flexibility. We also introduce a network design algorithm based on graph-degeneration; it simultaneously optimizes path routing and switching state of optical switches for flexible waveband routing. We verify that the routing performance of the proposed flexible waveband routing node basically matches that of conventional WSS-based OXC nodes on typical core/metro network topologies. A routing performance verification and C+L multi-band transmission experiments on a prototype are shown in the last part of this paper to elucidate the validity of flexible waveband routing networks.

This paper is organized as follows. The scalability issue of conventional WSS-based OXC is summarized and then the introduction of coarser granularity routing aiming at hardware scale reduction is reviewed in Sec.2. Then the proposed optical path routing scheme and the flexible waveband routing node architecture are explained in Sec.3. Validity of the proposal is verified through numerical evaluations and transmission experiments. Finally, the conclusion is shown in Sec. 4.

2. Preliminaries

In this paper, we assume that optical paths are set on the ITU-T flexible grid and multiple frequency bands can be used. Each link between an adjacent node pair consists of multiple single-mode fibers or multi-core fibers (MCFs). For notational simplicity, we assume that each optical path is accommodated by one of the fibers / cores on each link. However, spatial super-channels can be accommodated in flexible waveband routing networks.

Large-scale WSS-based OXC nodes whose degrees exceed those of the WSSs used necessitate the cascading of WSSs; however, WSS number is basically the square of node degree. If we adopt WSSs for different frequency bands for multi-band transmission, the minimum degree among these WSSs characterizes node scalability. These scalability issues will be explained in detail in Sec.2.1. Thus we have to develop a node architecture that can limit the degree of WSSs to a small integer. In Sec. 2.2, we provide a survey on optical path networks which aim at OXC scale reduction by introducing bundled path routing. Then we explain how routing performance deterioration does occur with the path bundling schemes proposed in conventional studies.

2.1 Scalability issue of optical cross-connects

Existing optical cross-connects consist of WSSs that can distribute (combine) WDM signals from the input (output) to the output (input) as shown in Fig.1. The output port of a signal can be arbitrarily selected independent from the routing status of the other signals. A WSS is not only able to route each signal but also implement add, drop, and VOA functionalities for all signals. Thus WSSs play key roles in current OXC nodes.

Although WSSs are universal devices for routing in the optical domain, we have to consider their attributes including loss, valid frequency range, and available degree. If we assume that the loss while traversing a WSS is 7dB, the total loss to traverse two WSSs located at input and output will be 14dB which is acceptable given the wide availability of EDFAs with 20+dB gain. If the degree of an OXC is less than or around 10x10, either WSSs at the input or these at the output can be replaced by optical splitter/couplers and the total cost of the optical cross-connect can be almost halved.
The available degrees of WSSs are 1x4, 1x9, 1x20 and recently 1x30+, but cost increases with the degree. Small-scale OXCs such as 9x9 can be realized cost-effectively as the use of low degree WSSs and optical couplers/splitters is allowed. However, the steep traffic growth necessitates incremental growth in OXC degree. Higher WSS degree is essential for higher degree optical cross-connects. Recent studies on the introduction of spatial parallelism and the use of multiple frequency bands could necessitate larger scale OXCs.

Different types of multi-core fibers have been studied with cores of 4, 7, 19, and so on. OXC node architectures to bridge such multi-core fibers were summarized in [23]. The most flexible node configuration uses large-scale OXCs that can accept all cores in parallel (Fig. 2). However, as the number of cores connected to the input/output side is the product of number of input/output fibers and the number of cores in each MCF, node scale will be unacceptably large.

The valid frequency range of a WSS is limited to the most constrained of the frequency bands, S/C/L, or C+L. Consider the case that each WSS could cover only one of the bands to be used. Then multiple OXCs dedicated to each band should be installed and sandwiched by WDM couplers (Fig. 3). OXC degree would be bounded by the highest WSS degree available for these bands.

The concatenation of WSSs can increase WSS degree (Fig. 1); unfortunately, this not only increases the number of WSSs necessary, but also worsens the loss. The number of WSSs in a large-scale OXC is almost the square of its degree. A signal traversing a node with concatenated WSSs may need to go through 4 WSSs; if each WSS traversal causes 7dB loss, the total loss reaches 28dB, necessitating the use of additional amplifiers. Figure 4 shows the number of pre-/post/additional amplifiers needed for optical cross-connects [35]. It elucidates that the number of amplifiers is also the square of the degree of the OXC.

The above discussions show the need for developing scalable OXCs that can accommodate many optical fibers/cores while achieving acceptable hardware scale.

2.2 Routing Granularity and Path Hierarchy

The introduction of path optical hierarchy to simplify OXCs was discussed in the 2000's drawing on the analogy of SDH/SONET networks. In the 2000's, OXCs were assumed to consists of multiplexers, demultiplexers and matrix switches dedicated to wavelengths (Fig.5). Optical paths located on the regular grid standardized by ITU-T are regularly grouped and these groups are referred as wavebands. OXCs for path/waveband hierarchical routing form stacked OXCs as shown in Fig.6. The lower OXCs are responsible for waveband granularity routing while the upper ones handle path granular routing and add/drop/VOA.
Granularity routing enables a switch to route a bundle of paths together, the total switch scale can be reduced provided most path routing involves waveband granularity. Each optical path will traverse one or a sequence of concatenated multiple waveband paths. The operation to route optical paths in a waveband path terminated at the node to the other waveband paths starting from the node is called grooming and is mandatory in networks with path hierarchy; without grooming, waveband paths will be sparsely utilized and the utilization efficiency of network capacity will be severely degraded.

In SDH/SONET networks, a lower order path can be accommodated by any sequence of concatenated higher order paths bridging the source and destination nodes of the lower order path. However, waveband paths are associated with different frequency ranges (indicated by the waveband indexes) and an optical path can traverse the waveband paths that cover the frequency occupied by the optical path (Fig.7). Therefore, grooming operations are infrequent in optical networks with path hierarchy. Moreover, additional ports are needed to bridge two different OXCs in a node for add/drop/VOA through hierarchical optical cross-connection. Grooming increases the number of additional ports which enlarges the OXC; thus the use of grooming should be avoided provided waveband paths can be sufficiently filled with optical paths.

Figure 8 (a) shows path accommodation in hierarchical optical path networks; waveband paths define sparse meshes in the network and paths go through a mesh covering their source and destination nodes. Grooming is necessary to traverse multiple links in each sparse mesh; each link of a mesh corresponds to multiple physical links in the original networks and the number of nodes included in a mesh is small. These meshes must be sparse as optical paths have to be routed mostly by waveband cross-connects.

An alternative approach that takes advantage of coarse granularity routing is our grouped routing network architecture; path routing is done at the waveband granularity level while add/drop/VOA operations involve path granularity. The node architecture for grouped routing networks is shown in Fig. 9 where a waveband routing OXC is located in the middle and small degree WSSs and optical couplers are located at the input and output sides. As the hierarchical optical path networks and the grouped routing networks adopt routing in the
waveband granularity, we refer a class of networks with bundled path routing coarse granular routing hereafter. Unlike path accommodation in hierarchical optical path networks, see Fig.8(b), optical paths in grouped routing networks traverse ring and/or linear subgraphs defined by waveband routing. A path must be carried by one of the subgraphs and can be added / dropped at any node on the subgraph. The design task posed by this class of networks is to find an appropriate set of subgraphs that can cover node pairs to which optical paths will be established. The implementation of grouped routing to conventional networks with WSS-based OXCs has been studied with the goal of higher density in wavelength division multiplexing; please see [42,43] for details.

These network types adopt different routing philosophies; however, both necessitate the covering of node pairs by certain subgraphs; sparse mesh sets for hierarchical optical networks and sets of rings and lines for grouped routing networks. The inflexibility created by node pair covering has to be reduced while taking advantage of coarse granular routing. The use of fiber granularity routing instead of waveband granularity routing has been discussed recently [33,39-41]. The fiber granularity routing is a special case where the number of wavebands in a fiber is set to one. The waveband continuity constraint shown in Fig.7(b) can be ignored. We can introduce large-scale optical switches for fiber granularity switching to improve transmission impairment and switch scale. Indeed, as the scale of large optical switches exceeds 500x500 [32], such large scale nodes can be realized in theory; however, severe routing performance deterioration occurs in dynamic network operation cases [41].

3. Flexible Waveband Routing Networks

3.1 Node Architecture and Routing Scheme

Hierarchical optical path networks and grouped routing networks split the frequency band into several wavebands and group optical paths in each waveband. However, this path grouping approach does not suit the latest ITU-T flexible grid as optical paths may occupy the grid position on waveband boundaries. In order to realize coarse granularity routing that supports arbitrary bandwidth paths and enables hardware scale reduction, we proposed the coarse granularity routing network architecture named flexible waveband routing networks. Unlike conventional networks where WSSs contribute to selecting the output/input fibers of an OXC node for each path, WSSs are used as flexible demultiplexers / multiplexers to form groups of arbitrarily selected paths (Fig.10). Here the WSSs do not directly contribute to path routing. Optical switches in the middle are responsible for routing of grouped paths. The degree of WSSs used defines the number of path groups, the number of flexible wavebands, which stands for the number of optical matrix switches necessary, and thus routing flexibility.

Let's verify how path grouping and branching at nodes impact the node pair covering discussed in the last part of the previous section. Assuming that the number of flexible wavebands is two, the maximum number of nodes that can be accessed within n hops is 2^n+1 - 1 (See Fig. 11(a)). If n=10, then the number of nodes covered reaches 2047. As the numbers of nodes of typical
topologies will not exceed 30, all the node pairs can be covered by a tree defined by branching at nodes. This simple example shows how the branching capability makes the flexible waveband routing superior to conventional fiber/core granular routing. If merging is allowed at nodes, then multiple trees can share sub-trees (See Fig. 11(b)). Thus merging operations can improve the routing performance further with further enhancement by replacing matrix switches with distribute-&-coupling (DC) type matrix switches, which allows signals from multiple input ports to be merged at the same output port.

3.2 Designing Flexible Waveband Routing Networks

Network design algorithms have to be developed for flexible waveband routing optical networks as the routing capability of nodes is different from that of WSS-based conventional nodes. The objective of network design is to establish all paths, which are requested in advance, and to minimize some given cost metric. Typical cost metrics are the number of fibers necessary or the total cost incurred to provide the nodes and fibers in the network. Hereafter, we focus on minimizing the total number of fibers. In conventional WSS-based networks, the minimization of fiber number is formulated as an Integer Linear Programming problem; however, the complexity of the problem is too high to find the optimal solution for networks with 20+ nodes. Indeed, it has been verified that minimization of fiber number is NP-complete [44].

As the minimization of fiber number for flexible waveband routing optical networks is still a complex optimization problem, with the additional constraint that the set of paths in an input fiber has to be bundled into a small number of path groups. The typical approach to designing large scale conventional optical networks is to adopt path-by-path sequential accommodation. That is, for a pair of given topology and a set of path setup requests, pick up requests one by one and accommodate it on the topology with an appropriate pair of route and wavelength/spectrum. Fibers are installed only when they are necessary to accommodate the path; fiber number increment is avoided as much as possible. This simple algorithm can be applied to design large scale networks with 50+ nodes. We have applied a variant of this algorithm to the design of flexible waveband routing networks whose nodes adopt DC-type matrix switches where wavebands can be merged at the output ports [34]. Almost comparable routing performance is assured even if the waveband number is set to a small integer.

The initial design algorithm shown above relies on the flexibility in the number of wavebands merged at output ports. We have tried to apply the algorithm to design flexible waveband routing networks without DC-type matrix switches, but without success. This is because bounding the number of wavebands accepted by an output port often prohibits trees from using that port. Thus we need to develop another algorithm that enables optimization of the number of wavebands at both input and output ports. In [38], we proposed an algorithm based on iterative graph-degeneration. The algorithm is summarized below.

<Flexible waveband routing network design based on iterative graph-degeneration>

Step 1. For given topology and a set of path setup requests, use path-by-path sequential accommodation to design an initial network consisting of conventional nodes.

Step 2. Construct a large-scale graph where sub-graphs representing nodes are bridged by links that correspond to fibers. Each subgraph is a bipartite graph and stands for the interconnection between input and output ports in the node. A fixed weight value, e.g. 1, is assigned to each link bridging a pair of subgraphs.

Small positive values, e.g. 0.01, are assigned to all links of all subgraphs. Determine positive integer \( i_{\text{max}} \) that bounds the number of iterations.

Step 3. Sort the path setup requests in descending order of hop counts of shortest routes from their source to destination nodes. If there are multiple requests with the same hop count value, then their order is selected randomly. Accommodate all the paths on the network by path-by-path sequential accommodation with minimum weight routing.

Step 4. For each pair of input and output ports of a node, count the number of paths going through the pair. Increase the weight value of a link in the corresponding subgraph if the number of paths traversing the link is not sufficient. This change encourages paths to concentrate on a small number of subgraph links. If the numbers of wavebands in all nodes satisfy the given bound, terminate. If the number of iterations of Steps 3-4 exceeds bound \( i_{\text{max}} \), install additional fibers to reduce the number of wavebands and reenter Step 2. Otherwise remove all the paths from the network and go back to Step 3.

Remark The large-scale graph constructed in Step 2 represents all the fiber interconnections in the network except for add / drop portions. Here we assume so-called full C/D/C add/drop capability, and we do not consider interconnection at that port. However, if we do want to discuss the hardware scale reduction by relaxing the add/drop capability, for example degradation of C/D add/drop functionality, then the interconnection of the add/drop portion can be attached to the large-scale graph and the degeneration imposed by interconnection of the add/drop portion can be tackled together with the optimization of flexible waveband routing at OXCs.
3.3 Adaptation to Spatial Division Multiplexing by Spatially-jointed Path Grouping

The two-stage switching scheme in flexible waveband routing nodes offers efficient adaptation to latest transmission technologies, spatial division multiplexing and multi-band transmission. For the adaptation to the former, we adopt spatial joint switching mode at WSSs while that for the latter we adopt a parallelization of WSSs covering different bands to realize path grouping over multiple bands. As the strategies for the adaptations are different, these to the former and the latter are respectively described in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4.

Spatial joint switching mode at WSSs has studied so far to reduce the number of WSSs necessary at an SDM node by sharing a WSS among all cores of a MCF. The drawback of the spatial joint switching mode is that WSS degree is quite limited. For example, a 1x20 WSS can be used as a 7-core 1x2 WSS. For conventional WSS-based nodes, cascading WSSs will be mandatory to increase the degree; however, we can adopt small degree WSSs for path grouping in flexible waveband routing networks. Figure 12 shows how optical paths in a multi-core fiber will be grouped for the spatially jointed flexible waveband routing networks. By setting B = 2, the worst gap to the core-constrained node is ~10% and become the negligible when B = 4. Figure 13(b) is the hardware scale comparison with the core-constrained and the spatially jointed switching OXC nodes. The hardware scale reduction reaches to 75%+ for all cases.

Figure 13 illustrates the routing performance comparison and the hardware scale reduction made possible with the introduction of spatially jointed flexible waveband routing on the 5x5 regular mesh networks [37]. The number of cores in a MCF is set to 4. The baseline is core-constrained OXC nodes, where an OXC is dedicated to each core and paths have to go through same core (See Fig.13(c). The core-constrained nodes can achieve a substantial hardware scale reduction and an almost equivalent routing performance to the fully flexible WSS-based OXC nodes. We also adopt another alternative called spatially-jointed OXC nodes where WSSs of fully flexible WSS-based nodes are replaced by WSSs of spatially jointed switching modes. As we noted in the previous paragraph, the cascading of WSSs is mandatory and numerous WSSs are used. The relative number of fibers necessary in the network is shown in Fig. 13(a). The increment in the number of wavebands improves the routing performance of flexible waveband routing networks. By setting B = 2, the worst gap to the core-constrained node is ~10% and become the negligible when B = 4. Figure 13(b) is the hardware scale comparison with the core-constrained and the spatially jointed switching OXC nodes. The hardware scale reduction reaches to 75%+ for all cases.
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**Fig. 12** Spatially jointed waveband routing
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**Fig. 13** Routing performance and hardware scale evaluations for spatially-jointed flexible waveband routing networks
3.4 Adaptation to Multi-band Transmission

As WSSs are separated from optical switches and optical switches can route paths in flexible wavebands together regardless of their wavelengths, we can adapt the flexible waveband routing node to multi-band transmission by replacing each WSS with an array of multiple WSSs covering different frequency bands. In each WSS group, WSSs are arrayed in parallel and their inputs and outputs are bridged by WDM couplers (See the boxes in Fig.13). The combination of WSSs can be changed according to the availability of WSSs; for example, we can combine WSSs for C+L bands and S-band. We do not need high port count WSSs here, and hence, higher availability of WSSs for different bands is expected. The losses at WDM couplers are added to the total loss for each traversal of a node. Figure 14 shows the multi-band node configuration proposed in [38] where multi-input multi-output couplers/splitters are used to reduce the loss.

4. Performance Evaluations

In this section, we elucidate the validity of flexible waveband routing networks by network-wide analysis involving numerical simulations and transmission experiments. The results shown here originally appeared in [38]; nodes with standard matrix switches without coupling capability are assumed. We also have demonstrated the performance of nodes with DC-type matrix switches [34-37]. For example, as briefly shown in Sec. 3.3, we adopt the spatially joint switching mode at WSSs for spatially jointed flexible waveband routing and WSS number minimization (See [37] for detail).

4.1 Numerical Simulations

The following topologies are used; a 4×4 regular-mesh network, Kanto (Tokyo metropolitan) network, and US-metro network with, respectively, 16 nodes / 24 links, 11 nodes / 18 links, and 29 nodes / 41 links (See Table 1). Single mode fibers are laid on links so as to accommodate the optical paths to be setup. We assume C+L band transmission where the total frequency width of each fiber is 9.6 THz divided into 768 12.5GHz width frequency slots.

We assume a uniform traffic distribution; source and destination nodes are randomly selected from all nodes following a uniform distribution. The number of optical paths to be setup in the network is controlled by changing the traffic intensity parameter which represents the expected number of paths between each node pair. Three different path capacities are assumed; 100 Gbps, 400 Gbps, and 1 Tbps occupying 4, 7, and 15 slots, respectively. A uniform path-occurrence probability is used; e.g. 33.3% for each capacity.

The benchmarking alternative is the network consisting of conventional nodes with high-port count WSSs. For flexible waveband routing networks, conventional matrix switches are used and the number of wavebands, B, is set to 2-4. Thus waveband merging is not possible at matrix switches. The metric for evaluations is the number of fibers necessary to accommodate the above path setup requests. The results shown in this paper are ensemble averages of 20 simulations.

Figure 15 shows the variation in the number of fibers with traffic intensity change. The fiber number ratio increment in small traffic volume is shown. This is because the number of accessible adjacent nodes is small if few fibers are set on each link. Thus the increment becomes small if we adopt larger B. However, even if we adopt small B, the increment is gradually reduced as more fibers are set on a link. The fiber number ratio increment in the high-traffic-intensity area is less than 8% for all topologies. If B is set to 3, the increment is less than 2%, and almost negligible if B is set to 4. The fiber number ratio increment for US-metro is more obvious than for the other topologies. This could stem from the structure of US-metro such that the edge areas are not bridged by links and are connected only to the center area. Thus higher routing flexibility is essential in the center area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Network parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) 4×4 regular-mesh (b) Kanto (c) US-metro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. node degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave. node degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After amplification by EDFAs, a signal on the same wavelength signals and 92-wavelength signals were generated by a polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) emulator consisting of a polarization-beam splitter (PBS), generated by a tunable laser. The CW was modulated to 32 Gbaud 4QAM signal by a lithium-niobate IQ modulator (IQM) driven by an arbitrary-waveform generator (AWG). Next, the signal was amplified by a polarization-maintaining (PM) erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). Then, the DP-4QAM signal was generated by a polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) emulator consisting of a polarization-beam splitter (PBS), a 10-ns-delay fiber, and a polarization-beam combiner (PBC). As non-target signals, 188 wavelength 32 Gbaud DP-4QAM signals were generated by using a 188-CW source, an IQM, and a PDM emulator, where 96-wavelength signals and 92-wavelength signals were aligned on a 50 GHz grid in the C-band and L-band, respectively. The total frequency range reached 9+ THz. After amplification by EDFAs, a signal on the same wavelength as the target signal was extracted by a 1×2 WSS and used as intra-band crosstalk. The 1x2 WSS represents the add portion of the source node. The power of the non-target signals was flattened by gain-flattening filters (GFFs) and adjusted by variable optical attenuators (VOAs) and EDFAs. The non-target signals were split by 1×2 splitters and were added to optical nodes. The target signal and the non-target signals were merged in 4×1 WSSs and a WDM coupler yielding a 188 channels each with a 32 Gbaud DP-4QAM signal. Signal power was controlled by EDFAs and VOAs. Here a pair of WSSs was adopted to support C and L bands to demonstrate how devices in the node can be parallelized. As any combination of WSSs is possible, the generalization to the case with different combination of bands such as S/C/L is straightforward.

The signals were injected into a loop consisting of a 2×2 optical splitter, a 100km SMF, the OXC under test, a VOA, and two synthesized switches (SWs). The loss coefficient and nonlinearity coefficient of the SCF were 0.18 dB/km and 1.5/W/km, respectively. The dispersion parameter of the SCF in the C-band and L-band was 16.3 ps/nm/km and 18.9 ps/nm/km, respectively. The OXC consisted of a WDM coupler, a C-band EDFA, a L-band EDFA, a 2×4 splitter, a 16×16 optical selector, a 1×2 splitter, a C-band 4×1 WSS, a L-band 4×1 WSS, a C-band EDFA, a L-band EDFA, and a WDM coupler. The noise figures of the C-band and L-band EDFAs were around 5 dB and 6dB, respectively. After looping multiple times, the signal route was switched, and the signals entered a 100 km SMF. Finally, signals were dropped by a 2×4 splitter, an optical tunable filter (TF), and coherently detected.

Figure 17 plots the BER versus hop count in the C-band and L-band transmission. The acceptable BER was set to $10^{-2}$ as we assume the use of forward error correction (FEC). We observed the C-band and L-band signals could be transmitted 25 hops/2500km and 23 hops/2300km, respectively. Thus, we confirmed that the proposed node can be applied to most metro networks including the topologies shown in Table 1. Note that this experiment was conducted under the worst case where the signal is impaired due to spectrum narrowing at every node. If we use fewer hops and multiple fiber spans, the spectrum narrowing effect becomes less and the transmissible distance will be extended.

5. Conclusions

A novel optical path network architecture named flexible waveband routing networks was reviewed; its design involved a two-stage path routing scheme with WSSs and optical switches. Each WSS bundles incoming paths into a small number of groups to be routed to different output fibers whereas conventional fiber granularity routing cannot distribute paths to different fibers. This distribution mechanism provides sufficient...
flexibility in routing. Substantial hardware scale reductions and support of spatial division multiplexing and multi-band transmission were achieved. Its validity was demonstrated through numerical simulations and transmission experiments; for example, a 4x4 node prototype with 21-core spatial joint switching capability demonstrated 2.15Pbps throughput for the fully equipped node and a node prototype with multi-band switching capability was developed; transmission over 2000+ km was verified. In addition to the improvement in terms of node architecture and algorithms to pursuit cost-effectiveness, for the introduction of flexible waveband routing networks, further studies have to be done for example on the resiliency of flexible waveband networks against complex multiple failures, the performance evaluation in dynamic path operation scenarios, and the implementation of modular growth capability of flexible waveband routing nodes to realize cost-effective network capacity expansion.
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